For Birthday Party Bookings at the FARMYARD prices are $7each for children 1-2yrs, $14
each for children 3yrs & over, 1 adult free with each paying child. Additional adults $5
each. Minimum cost $50, to be paid on booking.
Your visit includes a PONY RIDE (for the children), and a HAY RIDE.
All you need to do is complete your party list and bring the food. Most people keep it simple and
either use the free gas BBQ (undercover) or the microwave to heat food.
We also have an electric stove top. There is free tea and coffee.
You are able to book a section of our train carriage for one hour for your party food at no extra cost.
This room has tables and chairs and a kitchenette.
Your visit will include bottle feeding of a young animal (when available) and of course all the
normal access to all the animals to pat, feed and cuddle.
It is necessary to book to obtain the above deal.
When inviting your guests suggest they dress for the FARM and not their best party wear!

FAQ
Do I need to pay a deposit?

Do we have to use the party room?

Yes. A $50 deposit is reqired. Our EFT details will be
provided with a confirmation form when we confirm
numbers are suitable. Balance of payment on the day.

No, but we suggest you book it just in case the
weather is not so good. It can be very hard to
light the candles when the wind is blowing! We
do have plenty of outdoor picnic tables also in the
open and shaded.

Can we bring alcohol?
Yes.

What about siblings who are not invited to the party
but come with their family?

How long can we stay?
It is your choice within our opening hours, but we
suggest at least three hours unless the children are
very young.
What if it rains?
Naturally some of the activities will be limited if it
rains, however we have two large sheds, one which
permanently houses animals, the other is a hay shed
which the children love to play in and into which we
will bring some of the larger animals. Also you have
access to the train carriage when you wish to eat.

Where visitors have travelled some distance or
the children are very young, families usually
stay, which often means additional brothers and
sisters are involved. In this situation we have
found that most families are happy to pay for
their additional children. It may be helpful to
mention this on the invitation.
Can I store food in a fridge or freezer?

Do you take credit card or EFTPOS?

Yes, we have a small bar size fridge and we usually
can find space in our freezer for an icecream cake or
icy poles. (Please request in advance)

No.

How do we get to the farm?

Can I decorate the train party room?

Check Google maps - 490 Stumpy Gully Rd,
Balnarring or Melways Map: 163 E5

Yes, but if others have also booked the room on the same
day your lead in time or pack up time may be limited.

Rain, Hayne & Shine Farm
490 Stumpy Gully Rd, Balnarring
Victoria 3926, Australia

Open 10:00am - 4:00pm
03 5983 1691
info@rhsfarm.com.au

www.rhsfarm.com.au

